Measurements of binaural echo suppression.
The notion of binaural echo suppression that has persisted through the years states that when listening binaurally, the effects of reverberation (spectral modulation or coloration) are less noticeable than when listening with one ear only. This idea was tested in the present study by measuring thresholds for detection of an echo of a diotic noise masker with the echo presented with either a zero or a 500-musec interaural delay. With echo delays less than 5-10 msec, thresholds for the diotic echo were about 10 dB lower than for the dichotic signal, a finding opposite that of the usual binaural masking-level difference but consistent with the notion of binaural echo suppression. Additional echo-threshold measurements were made with echoes of interaurally reversed polarity, producing out-of-phase spectral modulations. The 10-15 dB increase in thresholds for the reverse-polarity echo, over those for the same-polarity echo, indicated that the apparent "hollowness" associated with spectral modulations can be partially canceled centrally. Overall, the results of this study are consistent with a model in which: (1) the monaural representations of spectral magnitude are nonlinearly compressed prior to being combined centrally; and (2) neither monaural channel can be isolated in order to perform the detection task.